
ModalWorks M177 C/GLC 63 Blowoff Valve Installation

Nomenclature: Passenger side and drivers side are based on LHD vehicles (US models)

1. Pop hood and ensure the engine bay compartment is cool to the touch before
proceeding.

2. Using a pair of pliers, pinch the clamp holding the hose at the front of the airbox and
slide it off of the air tube nipple. Repeat on both intakes at each end of the hose.

3. Remove plastic accordion intake tubes.
4. Remove OEM Recirculation valves:

a. Remove fasteners securing the wiring harness on top of the intercoolers to
provide more room to work.

b. Unclip electrical connectors
c. Remove each recirculation valve (3x screws per valve). Save screws for the next

step.
5. Install Modalworks block-off plates and spoofers:

a. Install the provided plates with pre-installed o-ring to cover the existing
recirculation valves. Torque to 8N-m. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN.

b. Install electrical spoofer connections to the existing harness. They may be firm to
press on, but steadily push them together. Lay down back into the valley where
the original recirculation valves existed.



c. Re-install electrical harness screws.

6. Install Boost Tubes:
a. Install the long silicone tubes on each side of the engine bay by pressing on to

the OEM plastic tubes that were part of the OEM recirculation unit. Lay them
approximately as shown below.

i. Pro-tip: pre-install worm clamps but keep them loose to allow for
adjustability.

b. On the U.S. passenger side, the tube may rub on the plastic protrusion off of the
expansion tank, if so, clip it with shears to create clearance for the tube. Ensure
there are no sharp knicks that will wear down the silicone tube.

7. Install vacuum lines:
a. On the U.S. drivers side, under the air intake, snip the vacuum line shown below.

Install the provided T-fitting and clamp with the provided clamps.
b. If the boost tap option was not chosen, install a second T fitting off of this one.

Each opening on the secondary T will go to each blowoff valve.



8. Install blow-off valve mounting adapters on each valve

9. Install blowoff valve vacuum ports

10. Install U.S. drivers side bracket:



11. Repeat step 10 for the U.S. passenger side.
a. If a boost port was purchased, install the port on the passenger side intake

manifold and run the vacuum line to this blow-off valve
(https://youtu.be/Fmf4EF5d71A).

b. Otherwise, run the vacuum line from T-fitting on the drivers side.

12. Final Checks:
a. Ensure all vacuum lines are secured and clamped with the provided clamps
b. Ensure adjustable vacuum ports on the blow-off valves are tightened by wrench

https://youtu.be/Fmf4EF5d71A


c. Tighten worm clamps on both ends of the silicone boost tubes to prevent boost
leaks


